Are you a researcher or student in Humanities or Social sciences in South Africa? Keen to grow your digital and computational skills but not sure where to start?

On 8 September 2022, Jo Havemann will take us through the PUBLISHING phase of the research life cycle. How do you get your work out there? What publishing platforms are available? Come and learn more in our meetup!

Become part of our community of technology empowered women!

Previous recordings and slides at: https://bit.ly/dci-empower

Dr. Jo Havemann
Director, Access 2 Perspectives

Dr. Jo Havemann is a trainer and consultant in Open Science Communication and digital Science Project Management. Her work experience covers NGOs, a science startup and international institutions including the UN Environment Programme. With a focus on digital tools for science and her label Access 2 Perspectives, she aims at strengthening global science communication in general – and with a regional focus on Africa – through Open Science.
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